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Abstract—Blind signature scheme, an important cryptographic primitive, is applicable in protocols that guarantee the 
anonymity of the participants. This scheme is increasingly used in untraceable payment and electronic voting systems. 
In this paper we improve ElGamal signature scheme and then we propose a new blind signature based on that. 
ElGamal signature scheme has an important advantage into RSA signature scheme which is non-deterministic and 
means that there are many valid signatures for any given message. This property also exists in our new blind 
signature scheme. Having low computational complexity for signature requester and the signer is one of the 
advantages of the newly developed scheme and as a result makes it very efficient. 

Keywords: digital signature, blind signature, ElGamal digital signature, RSA, electronic payment system, electronic 
voting system. 

I. INTRODUCTION

A blind signature scheme is a protocol allowing 
requester to obtain a valid signature for a message 
from a signer without him or her seeing the message. 
The concept of blind signature was first introduced by 
David Chaum [3] in 1983 using RSA system. In this 
scheme the content of a message is blinded before 
signing and sent to the signer. The signer signs the 
blind message using his/her private key and anyone 
can verify the legitimacy of the signature using signer's 
public key. A secure blind signature scheme should 
satisfy the following five requirements [1,10]: 

I. Randomization: The signer has better injected
one or more randomizing factors into the blinded
message such that the attackers cannot predict the
exact content of the message the signer signs. In a

secure randomized signature scheme, a user cannot 
remove the signer's randomized factor. 

II. Unforgeability: Only the signer can generate
the valid signatures.

III. Unlinkability: Only the requester can link a
signature protocol to a valid signature.

IV. Untraceability: This property ensures that
requester is not identified by a signer.

V. Blindness: It allows a requester to acquire a
signature of a message without revealing anything
about the message to the signer.

There were many proposals for blind signature 
schemes published based on discrete logarithm 
problems; which one of them is blind signature scheme 
based on ElGamal suggested by Mohammed et al. 
[2]that has been proved by Hwang et al. [4], or blind
digital signature has been suggested by Camenisch et
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al. [6], which is simpler than the scheme proposed by 
Lee et al. [7]. 

In this paper we propose a new blind signature scheme 
based unimproved ElGamal signature which its 
advantage is that with keeping the same security, it has 
very low computational complexity and contains 
simple verification condition. The proposed ElGamal 
signature scheme has lower computational complexity 
than the original scheme since we eliminated the 
inverse operation in signature generation phase. Also, 
the proposed signature schemes are compared with the 
counterparts. The remainder of this paper is organized 
as follows. Section 2describes discrete logarithm 
problem. Section 3 reviews ElGamal signature 
scheme. The improvement of ElGamal signature 
scheme is provided in Section 4. Section 5 proposes a 
new blind signature based on improved ElGamal 
signature scheme. Section 6 presents the performance 
comparisons. Section 7 describes the experimental 
results. The security analysis is discussed in Section 8 
and finally section 9 concludes the paper. 

II. THE DISCRETE LOGARITHM PROBLEM

Let 𝐺𝐺 be a cyclic group of order 𝑛𝑛 with a generator
𝛼𝛼 so that𝐺𝐺 = {𝛼𝛼0,𝛼𝛼1, … ,𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛−1}. For every𝛽𝛽 ∈ 𝐺𝐺there is a 
unique 𝑎𝑎 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑛𝑛  such that 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎 = 𝛽𝛽 and 𝑎𝑎 is called the 
discrete logarithm of 𝛽𝛽 with respect to𝛼𝛼. The discrete 
logarithm assumption states that there exists group 𝐺𝐺 
such that computing the discrete logarithm is hard 
andhence we have the discrete logarithm problem. 

III. THE ELGAMAL SIGNATURE SCHEME

The ElGamal signature scheme was described in
1985 by Dr. T. ElGamal. This algorithm is non-
deterministic which means that there are many valid 
signatures for any given message, and the verification 
algorithm must be able to accept any of these valid 
signatures as authentic. A short description of this 
algorithm is given as following: 

3.1 Initial phase: Let 𝑝𝑝 be a prime number such that 
the discrete logarithm problemin 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝∗  is intractable, and 
let 𝛼𝛼 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝∗  be aprimitive element. Define𝐾𝐾 =
{(𝑝𝑝,𝛼𝛼, 𝑎𝑎,𝛽𝛽): 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎 = 𝛽𝛽(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝)} as the set ofall possible 
keys. The values (𝑝𝑝,𝛼𝛼,𝛽𝛽)are the publickey, and 𝑎𝑎 is the 
private key. 

3.2 Signing phase: The signer to sign message 𝑥𝑥, first 
for 𝐾𝐾 = {(𝑝𝑝,𝛼𝛼, 𝑎𝑎,𝛽𝛽)}, and fora(secret)random number 
𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝−1

∗ , defines 
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3.3Verification phase: To verify the signature (𝛾𝛾, 𝛿𝛿)on 
𝑥𝑥, we observethat 
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IV. IMPROVEMENT OF ELGAMAL SIGNATURE
SCHEME 

In this section we improve the original ElGamal 
signature scheme with removing inverse operation 
from secret random number 𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝−1

∗ . 

4.1 Initial phase: See section 3.1 

4.2 Signing phase: The signer to sign message 𝑥𝑥, 
chooses a(secret)random number 𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝−1

∗  andthen 
implements following computations. 
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He/she introduces the pair (𝛾𝛾, 𝛿𝛿)as signature on 
message 𝑥𝑥. 

4.3Verification phase: Now anyone can use the 
signer's public parameters to verify the authentication 
of the signature (𝛾𝛾, 𝛿𝛿) by checking the following 
equation. 

( )
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Proof: 

From 
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V. NEW BLIND SIGNATURE SCHEME BASED
ON IMPROVED ELGAMAL SIGNATURE

SCHEME 

In this section we use new ElGamal signature 
scheme and create a new blind signature scheme. 
Proposed scheme is given in five phases as following 

5.1 Initial phase: See section 3.1 

5.2 Blinding message: The requester to blind message 
𝑥𝑥, chooses a blinding factor 𝐴𝐴 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝  and blinds the 
message 𝑥𝑥as below 

( ) mod( 1)         (5.1)x x A p≡ + −
Then the requester sends�̅�𝑥 to signer for signing. 

5.3 Signing: The signer uses his/her private key to sign 
blinded message. i.e., chooses a(secret)random number 
𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝−1

∗ and then implements following computations. 

 
 (5.2)
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Then he/she sends the pair(𝛾𝛾,𝛿𝛿̅) to requester. 
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5.4 Unblinding: The requester extracts the valid 
signature upon receiving the(𝛾𝛾, 𝛿𝛿̅)as below. 

( ) mod( 1)       (5.3)A pδ δ β≡ − −

Proof: 

We have: 

( ) mod( 1)

( ) ( )
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x A
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≡ + a k Aβ γ β− − − −

( ) ( )
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5.5 Signature verification: Anyone can use the signer's 
public key to verify whether the signature is genuine. 
Indeed the signature is valid if: 

( )

( , ( , ))
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≡
Otherwise, the signature will be forged. 

VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In general, the security of ElGamal signature 
scheme is based on the hardness of discrete logarithm 
problem. In other words, if one finds a solution for this 
problem, then the signature scheme is breakable and 
unsecure. However most attention is paid on the 
improvement of ElGamal signature scheme's 
computational complexity. The time complexity in 
original version and newElGamal signature 
Algorithms is compared in our study. For calculating 
of the complexity, there are five operations in all 
phases: addition, subtraction, multiplication, inverse 
and modular exponentiation. Suppose that 𝑝𝑝 is a ℓ-bit 
primenumber, and0 ≤ 𝑥𝑥, 𝑎𝑎, 𝛾𝛾,𝛽𝛽, 𝑘𝑘 ≤ 𝑝𝑝 − 1. It is clearthat 
addition and subtraction operation of the two numbers 
inmodular 𝑝𝑝 that lie in interval [0,𝑝𝑝 − 1] are executable 
in time𝑂𝑂(ℓ)and their multiplication in time𝑂𝑂(ℓ2). Also 
theinverse of a number in modular 𝑝𝑝 in this interval, 
executes intime(ℓ3) [11]. Therefore calculating of 
complexity for𝛿𝛿in the original version performs in 
time𝑂𝑂(ℓ) + 𝑂𝑂(ℓ2) + 𝑂𝑂(ℓ3) = 𝑂𝑂(ℓ3). That's enough 
tocalculate the complexity of 𝛾𝛾 = 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝)or𝛽𝛽 =
𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝). First the complexity of𝛾𝛾 = 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝)should 
be obtained. Suppose 𝑚𝑚 isthe number of bits in the 
binary representation of 𝑘𝑘.I.e.,𝑘𝑘 = ∑ 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖2𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚−1

𝑖𝑖=0 for𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 ∈
{0,1}. Considering thewell-known square-and-multiply 
algorithm [11].It is observed that if𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 = 1, two 
multiplication operations and if𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 = 0, only one 
multiplication operation exist. Then the numberof 
required modular multiplications to compute 
𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝)is at most 2𝑚𝑚. Moreover, every 
multiplication operation requiresthe time𝑂𝑂((𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝)2), 
where 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑝the length of is bits inthe binary 
representation of𝑝𝑝. So, the maximum required 
timecomplexity is(2𝑚𝑚(𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝)2). Now, if ℓbe the 

binarylength of 𝑝𝑝, we have𝑚𝑚 < 𝑙𝑙, because 𝑘𝑘 < 𝑝𝑝 such 
thatℓ = 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝. Hence required time complexity for 
calculating  k modpα is𝑂𝑂(ℓ3) = 𝑂𝑂((𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝)3). Similarly 
the timecomplexity forcalculation of 
𝛽𝛽 = 𝛼𝛼𝑎𝑎(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝)is𝑂𝑂(ℓ3). 
Suppose 𝑇𝑇1and 𝑇𝑇2be the time complexity of original 
and improved ElGamal signature schemes, 
respectively. The results are summarized in Table 1. 
Since we removed the inverse operation in signing 
phase it can be seen that 𝑇𝑇2 < 𝑇𝑇1. 

Table 1 Time Complexity of Original and New ElGamal Signatures. 

Complexity Initial 
Phase Signing Phase Verification 

Phase 

𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 
For 𝜸𝜸: 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 

𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) For 𝜹𝜹:𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵) +
𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟐𝟐) +𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) =

𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 

𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 

For 𝜸𝜸: 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 

𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 
For 𝜹𝜹:𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵) +
𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟐𝟐) = 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟐𝟐) 

Also let𝑇𝑇1
′  be the time complexity of Elsayed 

blindsignature scheme [5] (which is the most similar 
scheme to theproposed one) and 𝑇𝑇2

′  be the time 
complexity of new ElGamalsignature scheme. Table 
2compares the time complexities. It is clear that our 
method are performs Essayed blind signature scheme. 

Table 2 Time Complexity of Elsayed and New Blind 
Signatures. 

Complexity Blinding 
Message 

Blind Signature Unblinding 

𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏′ 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟐𝟐) 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟑𝟑) 

𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐′ 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵) 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟐𝟐) 𝑶𝑶(𝓵𝓵𝟐𝟐) 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our new signature schemes are implemented using the 
C/C++ MIRACLLIBRARY [12]. All experiments are 
carried out in a 32 bit operating system with 2.00GB 
installed memory and a process or dual-core CPU 
5300. We choose ElGamal cryptosystem parameters in 
Table 3[16]. The ElGamal cryptosystem used in Table 3 
has a1024 bit prime, a base 𝛼𝛼with 512-bit order𝑛𝑛. 
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Table 3 ElGamal Parameters. 

𝒑𝒑 

1183818437247171017494615967566464822309058
9766046312362456039456380760993395604226539
2341520956028886446317716642070570538792311
6863464094241014041118128331608565993532002
7832070906986302148069534969208735860164025
0836457118800932512352680882211491654732513
5328515467027861908776795126533757093455527

13302401 

𝜶𝜶 

104388513511721031015822269269494775753013109228
875919590447192380664806119256701591644841306185
665539571720651315109147710711154230953299622246

76443129529 

𝒂𝒂 

596608463760120122997320621670704499135680793697
597263909433664727356557471250351790310894511255
408575380310738717305743935375803244359893708183
227767113851702879616416528431089561994162759693
918367761169508349642281876675530310508817162189
847339442622068238331434609378545180706493252963

32195764146328701846 

𝒏𝒏 

106432791900654366581899866180644064216449650489
311237590593999612671885602808381031486165618460
173726482764815882812493123891819815192202006792

85520165533 

Also Elapsed time in microsecond for all phases of 
signature schemes summarized in Table 4 and Table 5. 

Table 4 Elapsed time (µs) for computation of Original and 
New ElGamal Signature Schemes. 

Complexity Initial Phase Signing Phase Verification 
Phase 

𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏 3740 25000 16000 

𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐 3740 15000 16300 

Table 5Elapsed time(µs) for computation of Elsayed Blind and 
New Blind Signature Schemes. 

Complexity Blinding Message Blind Signature Unblinding 

𝑻𝑻𝟏𝟏′ 22 25000 20000 

𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐′ 12 15000 940 

VIII. SECURITY DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss some security properties 
of our proposed Blind Signature scheme. Precisely, we 
mainly focus on the properties of blindness, 
enforceability, intractability and unlink ability. 

8.1 Blindness: Blindness is the main property of a 
blind signature, which ensures both the user privacy 
and data authenticity. Observe the issuing protocol, the 
requester picks a blind factor 𝐴𝐴 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝  to compute the 
blindedmessage �̅�𝑥 = (𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴𝐴)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑝𝑝 − 1) and sends it to 
signer. Asthe blind factor 𝐴𝐴 is randomly chosen and 
kept secret only bythe requester, the signer cannot get 

the message 𝑥𝑥 from blinded message �̅�𝑥. Therefore, the 
property of blindness can be satisfied. 

8.2 Unforgeability: The security of our scheme is 
based on the difficulty of solving the discrete 
logarithm problem. No one can forge a valid signature 
pair(𝛾𝛾, 𝛿𝛿) on messages 𝑥𝑥 to pass the 
verificationcondition in
equation𝛼𝛼𝑥𝑥𝛽𝛽 ≡ 𝛼𝛼(𝛾𝛾+𝛿𝛿).𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 . 𝛾𝛾(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝), because it is very 
difficult to solvethe discrete logarithm problem [6, 13-
15]. 

8.3 Untraceability: It is obviously that the signer 
cannot trace the blind signature. Because he/she does 
not know the blind factor 𝐴𝐴 in𝛿𝛿̅ ≡ [(�̅�𝑥 − 𝑎𝑎)𝛽𝛽 −
(𝛾𝛾 + 𝑘𝑘)]𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑝𝑝 − 1)such that �̅�𝑥 = (𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴𝐴)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑝𝑝 − 1). 
Therefore, without the knowledge of the secure 
number𝐴𝐴, the signer cannot trace theblind signature 
and so the requester is not identified by a signer. 

8.4 Unlinkability: Only the requester can link a 
signature protocol to a valid signature. Because only 
the requester enables to blind 𝑥𝑥 according toequation 
�̅�𝑥 = (𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴𝐴)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑝𝑝 − 1) and to unblind𝛿𝛿̅using 
equation𝛿𝛿 = �𝛿𝛿̅ − 𝐴𝐴𝛽𝛽�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑝𝑝 − 1). Therefore the 
property of unlink ability can be satisfied. 

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper the original ElGamal signature was 
improved to a better signature scheme. Then, 
according to our new ElGamal signature scheme a new 
blind signature scheme was introduced in which it has 
the least computational complexity. Therefore, our 
new blind signature protocol is appropriately efficient 
in applications like electronic payment and electronic 
voting systems[8,9] and to protect the privacy of 
customers or voters. 
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